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Abstract. We study the dynamics of the action of cellular automata on the set of shift-
invariant probability measures according two points of view. First, the robustness of the
simulation of a cellular automaton on a random configuration can be viewed considering
the sensitivity to initial condition in the space of shift-invariant probability measures.
Secondly we consider the evolution of the quantity of information in the orbit of a random
initial state.

Introduction

Despite the apparent simplicity of their definition, cellular automata can have very
complex behaviours which are observed on space time diagrams. To try to understand
this complexity, they can be considered as dynamical systems. Generally, one studies the
dynamics of the N-action of a cellular automaton on the set of configurations AZ, where
A is a finite alphabet, endowed with the product topology. However, very simple cellular
automata as the power of the shift, denoted !m for m ! Z, are sensitive. That is to say, they
are considered with a highly chaotic behaviour. This does not correspond to the intuitive
idea which give the space-time diagram.

The shortcoming of the Cantor distance is to privilege the central coordinates whereas
there may be no reason to give more importance to coordinates around the origin. Moreover,
one considers only the action of the cellular automaton without considering the shift action.
Indeed, space-time diagrams of a cellular automata (AZ, F ) are not so di!erent from that
of (AZ,!m " F ) for m ! Z. However, if F is not nilpotent, !m " F is sensitive for m taken
quite far from the origin. The reason is that Cantor topology is non-homogeneous, thus a
simple transport of information is enough to obtain sensitivity.

One point of view can be to address the Z # N-action (!, F ) in order to emphasize the
spatiotemporal structure. In [Sab06], one gives general definitions to talk about directional
dynamics; the purpose is to study the sets of directions which have a certain kind of dy-
namics. Another point of view is to kill the Z-action of ! and consider the N-action of
F on a !-invariant object. In this direction, G. Cattaneo, E. Formenti, L. Margara et J.
Mazoyer [CFMM97] introduce another topology defined by the Besicovitch pseudo distance
which measures the upper density of the di!erences between two configurations in order
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to give the same importance at all cells. For this distance, the shift map is an isometry.
However, with this topology, we lose the compactness of the space which is the traditional
framework of topological dynamics.

Another natural !-invariant object is the set of !-invariant probability measures, de-
noted M!(AZ). Indeed, a cellular automaton acts on the set of configurations and canon-
ically transforms µ ! M!(AZ) into another !-invariant measure denoted F!µ. Hence,
cellular automata also have a natural action on the set of shift-invariant measures. In this
space the shift has the same behavior as the identity and a sensitive cellular automaton in
this space is not only capable of “transporting” information but it is also able to “create”
new information outwardly.

The study of the action of a cellular automaton on M!(AZ) could be interesting when
we use cellular automata to simulate. Indeed, generally we observe the action of a cellular
automaton on a random initial configuration, that is to say a configuration chosen according
to a probability measure µ ! M!(AZ). But it is more natural to study the action of a
cellular automaton directly on M!(AZ) instead the set of configurations chosen according
a given probability measure.

In this article we exhibit two problematics:
• The more natural for a dynamical system is the study of sensitivity to initial conditions

of the map F! : M!(AZ) $ M!(AZ). This approach can be interesting when we use
cellular automata to simulate. Indeed, generally we start the simulation with a random
configuration choosen according to a distribution µ ! M!(AZ), this approach may help to
evaluate the impact of a mistake when we choose the initial configuration with a distribution
" ! M!(AZ) near to the expected distribution µ.

• The information contained in a random configuration according to a measure µ !
M!(AZ) can be expressed by the entropy of the shift hµ(!). It would be natural to obseve
the evolution of this quantity when a cellular automaton acts on µ. It is easy to see that
(hF n

! µ(!))n"N decreases towards h#
µ (F ), but for some cellular automata, like linear cellular

automata, it appears a phenomenon of gap between h#
µ (F ) and the apparent entropy ha

µ(F ),
defined by [Mar00], which coresponds to the entropy observed in the central window. This
can explain why linear cellular automata have complex space-time diagrams.

We illustrate these two points of view by the study of two important classes: cellular au-
tomata with directional equicontinuous points which have very regular space-time diagrams
and linear cellular automata which have complex space-time diagrams.

1. Action of a cellular automaton on AZ (Background)

1.1. Space of configurations

1.1.1. Cantor topology. Let A be a finite set. We consider AZ, the configuration space of
Z-indexed sequences in A. If A is endowed with the discrete topology, AZ is compact,
perfect and totally disconnected in the product topology. Moreover one can define a metric
on AZ compatible with this topology:

%x, y ! AZ, dC(x, y) = 2$min{|i|:xi %=yi i"Z}.

Let U & Z. For x ! AZ, the restriction of x to U is denoted by xU ! AU. For a pattern
w ! AU, define [w]U = {x ! AZ : xU = w} the cylinder centered on w.
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The shift map ! : AZ $ AZ is defined by (xi)i"Z '$ (xi+1)i"Z. A subshift " & AZ is a
closed !-invariant subset of AZ. Denote Ln("), the set of patterns u ! A[0,n$1] such that
there exists x ! " which verifies x[0,n$1] = u. The language of " is L(") = (n"NLn(").

1.1.2. Besicovitch topology. G. Cattaneo, E. Formenti, L. Margara and J. Mazoyer [CFMM97]
introduce the Besicovitch pseudo distance which is !-invariant. For x, y ! AZ, it is defined
by:

dB(x, y) = lim sup
n&#

Card({m ! [)n, n] : xm *= ym})
2n + 1

.

The topology induced by this pseudo-distance has good properties for studying dynamical
systems except the compacity.

1.2. Action of a cellular automaton on AZ

1.2.1. Definition of CA. A cellular automaton (CA) is a pair (AZ, F ) where F : AZ $ AZ

is defined by F (x)m = F ((xm+u)u"U) for all x ! AZ and m ! Z where U & Z is a finite
set named neighborhood and F : AU $ A is a local rule. By Hedlund’s theorem [Hed69],
it is equivalent to say that it is a continuous function which commutes with the shift
(!m " F = F " !m for all m ! Z).

1.2.2. General definitions about dynamical systems. Let (X, d) be a metric space and F :
X $ X be a continuous function. There is a lot of definitions to precise the sensitivity to
initial conditions of the dynamical system generated by the N-action of F on X. We recall
here some of them:

• x ! X is an equicontinuous point if for all # > 0, there exists $ > 0, such that for all
y ! X, if d(x, y) < $ then d(Fn(x), Fn(y)) < # for all n ! N. Denote Eqd(F ) the set of
equicontinuous points. If x /! Eqd(F ), it is a sensitive point.

• (X,F ) is equicontinuous if for all # > 0, there exists $ > 0, such that for all x, y ! X,
if d(x, y) < $ then d(Fn(x), Fn(y)) < # for all n ! N.

• (X,F ) is sensitive if there exists # > 0 such that for all $ > 0 and x ! X, there exists
y ! X and n ! N such that d(x, y) < $ and d(Fn(x), Fn(y)) > #

• (X,F ) is N-expansive if there exists # > 0 such that for all x *= y there exists n ! N
such that d(Fn(x), Fn(y)) > #.

In an intuitive sense, sensitivity and expansivity denote a certain complexity of the
dynamical system whereas equicontinuity denotes a strong regularity.

1.2.3. Directional dynamics. In [Sab06], one adapts the dynamical classification of [Kůr97]
according to a direction % ! R. The study of such dynamics make appear some discrete
geometry in space time diagrams. We recall here the notion of equicontinuous points. In
this case the information is blocked between walls of slope % generated by blocking words.

Proposition 1.1 ([Sab06]). Let (AZ, F ) be a CA, let U = [r, s] be a neighborhood of F , and
let % ! R. A point x ! AZ is equicontinuous of slope % if %# > 0, +$ > 0 such that %y ! AZ,
if dC(x, y) < $ then dC(Fn " !'"n((x), Fn " !'"n((y)) < # for all n ! N.
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The existence of equicontinuous points is equivalent to the existence of a blocking word
u of slope % and width e , max(-%. + 1 + s, )-%. + 1 ) r). That is to say, there exists
p ! [0, |u| ) e] such that:

%x, y ! [u][0,|u|$1], %n ! N, !'n"( " Fn(x)[p,p+e] = !'n"( " Fn(y)[p,p+e].

A CA is equicontinuous of slope % if every x ! AZ is equicontinuous of slope %.
A CA is N-expansive of slope % if there exists # > 0 such that for all x, y ! AZ, there

exists n ! N which verifies dC(Fn " !'"n((x), Fn " !'"n((y)) > #.

2. Action of a cellular automaton on M!(AZ)

A natural !-invariant object on which cellular automata can act, is the set of !-invariant
probability measures M!(AZ). This approach is not only theoretical. Indeed, in simula-
tions, the action of a CA is observed on a random configuration chosen according to a
probability measure µ ! M!(AZ), but it is more easy to study directly the action of the
CA on the probability measure µ.

2.1. Measures on AZ

Let B be the Borel sigma-algebra of AZ. Denote by M(AZ) the set of probability
measures on AZ defined on the sigma-algebra B. Usually M(AZ) is endowed with the
weak! topology: a sequence (µn)n"N of M(AZ) converges to µ ! M(AZ) if and only if for
all finite subset U & Z and for all pattern u ! AU, one has limn&# µn([u]U) = µ([u]U). In
the weak! topology, the set M(AZ) is compact and metrizable. A metric is defined by:

%µ, " ! M(AZ), dM! (µ, ") =
!

n"N

1
|A|n

!

u"A[0,n]

""µ([u][$n,n]) ) "([u][$n,n])
"" .

Let F : AZ $ AZ be a mesurable function. It is possible to consider the action of F on
M(AZ) defined by:

F!µ(B) = µ(F$1(B)), for all µ ! M(AZ) and B ! B.

A probability measure µ ! M(AZ) is said !-invariant if !!µ = µ. Denote M!(AZ) the set
of !-invariant probability measures. It is a compact convex subset of M(AZ) (see [DGS76]
for more details). A probability measure µ ! M(AZ) is !-ergodic if for all !-invariant subset
B ! B (i.e. !$1(B) = B µ-almost everywhere) are trivial (i.e. µ(B) = 0 or 1). The set of
!-ergodic probability measures is denoted by Merg

! (AZ).

Example 2.1. Let x ! AZ. Define the Dirac measure in x by $x(A) = 1 if x ! A and 0 if
not, where A ! B. The set of Dirac measures is dense in M(AZ) for the weak! topology.

One remarks that if the configuration is not !-uniform, the Dirac measure associated
is not !-invariant. However, if we take a !-periodic configuration x of period p ! N, one
constructs a !-ergodic measure by taking the mean of the Dirac’s measures of the !-orbit:
#$x = 1

p

$
m"[0,p$1] $!m(x).

Example 2.2. For all a ! A, put pa ! [0, 1] a real such that
$

a"A pa = 1. Define the
Bernoulli measure according to the probability vector (pa)a"A by &(pa)a"A([u]U) =

%
m"U pum

for all u ! LAZ([u]U). If all pa are equal to 1
Card(A) , one obtains the uniform Bernoulli

measure which is just denoted by &AZ .
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2.2. Generic points

For some !-invariant probability measures, there exist special points of AZ which rep-
resent the measure. That is to say the frequency of apparition of a pattern corresponds
to the measure of the cylinder centered on this pattern. This allows to give a symbolic
interpretation of the distance dM! .

A point x ! AZ is generic if for all U & Z finite and for every pattern u ! AU the
sequence (f(u, x, n))n"N converges where

f(u, x, n) =
1

2n + 1

!

m"[$n,n]

1[u]U(!m(x)),

is the frequency of apparition of the pattern u in x at the order n. The limit of this sequence
is denoted f(u, x), this is the frequency of apparition of the pattern u in x. Denote G the
set of generic points.

Let µ ! M!(AZ). Denote G(µ) the set of generic points of µ, this is the set of points
x ! G such that for every pattern, the frequency of this pattern in x is equal to the measure
of the cylinder centered on this pattern. When µ is !-ergodic, the Birkho! Theorem says
that µ(G(µ)) = 1.

Consider the function ' : (G, dB) $ (M!(AZ), dM! ) which associates a generic point
x ! G to the measure µ ! M!(AZ) defined by µ([u]U) = f(u, x) for all pattern u ! AU. It
is easy to verify that ' is surjective and continuous. Moreover, the image of a generic point
by F is also a generic point. Thus the correspondence between M!(AZ) and G is summed
up in the following commutative diagram:

(G, dB) F))))$ (G, dB)
&&'#

&&'#

(M!(AZ), dM! ) F!))))$ (M!(AZ), dM! )

2.3. Action of a CA on M!(AZ)

Let (AZ, F ) be a CA. The map µ '$ F!µ is continuous for the weak! topology and
preserves convex combinations. Thus, F! : M(AZ) $ M(AZ) defines a dynamical system.
However, for all x ! AZ one has F!$x = $F (x). Thus the map x '$ $x allows to consider
(AZ, F ) as a sub-system of (M(AZ), F!), so the dynamics of F! : M(AZ) $ M(AZ) contains
the dynamics of F : AZ $ AZ. Moreover, the weak/ topology on M(AZ) privileges the
origin. Thus it is preferable to restrict the initial space.

Since F commutes with the shift, if µ ! M!(AZ) then F!µ ! M!(AZ). Thus one can
study the dynamical system defined by:

F! : M!(AZ) )$ M!(AZ)
µ ')$ F!µ such that F!µ(B) = µ(F$1(B)) %B ! B.

Remark 2.3. If (AZ, F ) is a surjective CA, &AZ is F -invariant (see [Hed69]). One deduces
that &AZ is a fixed point of F!.
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3. Sensitivity to initial conditions of F! : M!(AZ) $ M!(AZ)

A natural question in the study of dynamical systems is the sensitivity to initial con-
ditions. This point of view could be interesting when we use cellular automata to simulate
in order to characterize distributions which are unstable.

3.1. Expansivity of F!

The function F! preserves convex combinations in M!(AZ). In [BS07], we use this
property to show that there are not CA which acts N-expansively on (M!(AZ), dM! ). This
shows that in M!(AZ), the information cannot be transporting to distinguish initial points.

Theorem 3.1. [BS07] F! cannot act N-expansively on (M!(AZ), dM! ).

3.2. Equicontinuity

If (AZ, F ) is equicontinuous of slope %, according to [Sab06], it is periodic in this
direction. Thus it is the same for F!. One deduces the next proposition.

Proposition 3.2. Let (AZ, F ) be an equicontinuous CA of slope %. Then F! is equiconti-
nous in (M!(AZ), dM! ).

3.3. Equicontinuous points

For some CA it is possible to characterize the set of equicontinuous points. These
measures are stable for perturbations. The next example shows that there exist cellular
automata with equicontinuous and sensitive points in (M!(AZ), dM! ).

Example 3.3. Consider the CA defined on A = Z/2Z by F (x)i = xi$1 · xi · xi+1 for all
x ! AZ and i ! Z. It is easy to see that for all !-ergodic probability measure µ which
verifies µ([0]) > 0, the sequence (Fn

! µ)n"N converges toward $#0# in (M!(AZ), dM). So,
one has:

EqdM!
(F!) 0 Merg

! (AZ) = Merg
! (AZ) \ {$#1#}.

For CA with equicontinuous points of slope %, we characterize a large class of measures
which are equicontinuous points in the space (M!(AZ), dM! ).

Theorem 3.4. Let (AZ, F ) be a CA and let B ! A! be a blocking word of slope % ! R. Then
every !-ergodic probability measure µ ! Merg

! (AZ) such that µ([B]) > 0 is an equicontinuous
point of F! : (M!(AZ), dM! ) $ (M!(AZ), dM! ).

Proof. Let # > 0, let µ be a !-ergodic probability measure which charges B and let " be a
!-invariant measure. For n ! N, one defines Xk

i,n, the set of points x ! AZ such that there
is an occurrence of B in [)k ) -n%., )-n%.] and another in [i ) 1 ) -n%., k + i ) 1 ) -n%.].

Let i0 be such that
$#

i=i0+1
1

|A|i 1 # and let n ! N. Since B is charged by µ, by
!-ergodicity, there exists k ! N such that µ(Xk

i,n) , 1 ) # for all i 1 i0. Moreover Xk
i,n can

be written as an union of cylinders centered on [)k ) -n%., k + i ) 1 ) -n%.] of words of
Ai+2k. By !-invariance, one deduces that |µ(Xk

i,n) ) "(Xk
i,n)| 1 |A|i+2kd(µ, "), so:

"(Xk
i,n) , 1 ) # ) |A|i+2kd(µ, ").
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Let i 1 i0 and let u ! Ai. Put Xk
u,n = F$n " !$'"n(([u][0,i$1]) 0 Xk

i,n. Taking the lower
bounds of µ(Xk

i,n) and "(Xk
i,n), one deduces:

|Fn
! µ([u][0,i$1]) ) Fn

! "([u][0,i$1])| 1 |Fn
! µ([u][0,i$1]) ) µ(Xk

u,n)| + |µ(Xk
u,n) ) "(Xk

u,n)|
+|Fn

! "([u][0,i$1]) ) "(Xk
u,n)|

1 # + |µ(Xk
u,n) ) "(Xk

u,n)| + # + |A||u|+2kd(µ, ").

A summation gives for all i 1 i0 the following inequality:
!

u"Ai

|Fn
! µ([u][0,i$1]) ) Fn

! "([u][0,i$1])| 1 2#|A|i + |A|2i+2kd(µ, ")

+
!

u"Ai

|µ(Xk
u,n) ) "(Xk

u,n)|.

Let Y k
u,n be the set of words v ! A|u|+2k such that there exists y ! F$n"!$'"n([u][0,i$1]0

[v][$k$'n"(,k+|u|$'n"(] 0 Xk
|u|,n. Since B is a blocking word of slope %, for all v ! Y k

u,n, for all
x ! [v][$k$'n"(,k+|u|$'n"(], one has Fn(x) " !'"n((x)[0,|u|$1] = u. One deduces that:

Xk
u,n = F$n " !$'"n(([u][0,i$1]) 0 Xk

|u|,n =
(

Y k
u,n

[v][$k$'n"(,k+|u|$'n"(].

Thus, it is possible to decompose the sets Xk
u,n to obtain a sum of measures of cylinders

centered on V = [)k ) -n%., k + |u| )- n%.] with words in Ai+2k:
!

u"Ai

|µ(Xk
u,n) ) "(Xk

u,n)| =
!

u"Ai

"""
!

v"Y k
u,n

µ([v]V) ) "([v]V)
"""

1
!

v"Ai+2k

|µ([v][0,i$1]) ) "([v][0,i$1])|.

By summation of previous inequalities, it follows that:

dM! (Fn
! µ,Fn

! ") =
!

i)i0

1
|A|2i

!

u"Ai

|Fn
! µ([u][0,i$1]) ) Fn

! "([u][0,i$1])|

+
!

i>i0

1
|A|2i

!

u"Ai

|Fn
! µ([u][0,i$1]) ) Fn

! "([u][0,i$1])|

1 2#
|A| ) 1

+ |A|2k(1 + |A|i0)d(µ, ") + #.

This shows that the orbits (Fn
! µ)n"N and (Fn

! ")n"N stay close to each other when µ
and " are close enough.

3.4. The case of algebraic CA

The uniform Bernoulli measure (see example 2.2) has an important role in the study
of !-invariant measures. It is known that for a large class of algebraic CA and a large
class of measures, the Cesàro mean of the iterates of a measure by the CA converges to the
uniform Bernoulli measure. This result was proved with tools from stochastic processes in
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n u
% %

0 i ) 1 i ) 1 + k
)-%n. + i ) 1 + k

)-%n.
)-%n. + i ) k i ) k

U = [r, s]

v ! Y k
u,n

Figure 1: Blocking word of slope % and dM! -equicontinuity.

[FMMN00], and with harmonic analysis tools in [PY02] and [PY04]. We use this result to
show the dM! -sensitivity of linear CA.

Theorem 3.5. Let A be an Abelian finite group and let (AZ, F ) be a non trivial linear CA
(that is to say a group endomorphism on the product group AZ which is not a product of
shifts). Then EqdM!

(F!) = 2.

Proof. Since (AZ, F ) is a non trivial linear CA, there exist p prime, a surjective endomor-
phism ( : A $ Z/pZ and a factor CA (Z/pZ, )F ) such that ( " F = )F " ( (where ( is
extended coordinate to coordinate). It is easy to verify that )F is a non-trivial linear CA on
Z/pZ. Since (! is open, it is su#cient to prove the sensitivity for this factor of F!. Thus
we assume that we are in this case.

Let ((Z/pZ)Z, F ) be a nontrivial linear CA with p prime. In [PY02], they show that
there is a weak! dense set in M(AZ), the harmonic measures set denoted H, such that every
measure µ ! H verifies

lim
n"J&#

dM! (Fn
! µ,&AZ) = 0,

where &AZ is the uniform Bernoulli measure and J is a subset of N of upper density 1.
Let P be the set of (!, F )-periodic points, it is a dense subset of AZ [BK99]. According

to example 2.1, it is easy to see that the set { #$x : x ! P} is weak! dense in M!(AZ).
Let µ ! M!(AZ) such that µ *= &AZ and let # < 1

2dM! (&AZ , µ). For all $ < #. There
exists µ* ! H and x ! P such that dM! (µ, µ*) < $ and dM! (µ, #$x) < $. Thus one has
limn"J&# dM! (Fn

! µ*,&AZ) = 0, where J is a subset of N of density 1. Moreover, if p is the
(!, F )-period of x, one has F pn

! #$x = #$x for all n ! N. Since J has upper density 1, there exists
n ! N such that pn ! J and dM! (F pn

! µ*,&AZ) < #. Thus one has dM! (F pn
! #$x, F pn

! µ*) > #.
One deduces that µ /! EqdM!

(F!).
If µ = &AZ there exists µ* such that the sequence (Fn

! µ*)n"AZ has at least two adherence
points: one of them is µ = &AZ [PY02], denote µ** another. Since µ = &AZ is F!-invariant,
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it is possible to find in the sequence (Fn
! µ*)n"AZ a point close to µ but µ** is a closure point

of the orbit of this point. So µ /! EqdM!
(F!).

Thus EqdM!
(F!) = 2, but this method do not allow to obtain an uniform sensitive

constant. There is a problem around of &AZ .

4. Quantity of information in a µ-generic configuration

4.1. Problematic

Let (AZ, F ) be a CA. A configuration x ! AZ converges generally to the limit set $F =*
n"N Fn(AZ). However, when you look the simulation of a CA on points chosen according

to a !-invariant probability measure µ ! M!(AZ), the limit set capture so many points.
This does not correspond to the observation. That is why P. Kůrka and A. Maass [KM00]
introduce the concept of µ-limit set, denoted $F (µ), defined by:

u /! L($F (µ)) 34 lim
n&#

F!([u][0,|u|$1]) = 0.

Naturally, one has $F (µ) & $F . In symbolic dynamics, the complexity of a subshift "
is mesured thanks to the topological entropy:

htop(") = lim
n&#

log(Card(Ln(")))
n

.

Let µ ! M!(AZ). It is also possible to define the metric entropy of ! relative to µ by:

hµ(!) = lim
n&#

) 1
n

!

u"An

µ([u]) log(µ([u])).

We refer to [DGS76] for more general definitions and main properties.
In fact, the information contained in a µ-generic configuration can be expressed by the

entropy of the shift. A comparative study of the entropy of the shift and the Kolmogorov
complexity was carried out by A. Brudno [Bru82]. It could be interesting to study the
sequence (hF n

! µ(!))n"N which corresponds to the evolution of the quantity of information
when we start with a random configuration chosen according to µ.

Let U & Z be finite, put PU = {[u]U : u ! AU}. The quantity of information in the
partition PU is defined by HF n

! µ(PU) = )
$

u"AU Fn
! µ([u]U) log(Fn

! µ([u]U)).
To symplify the notation, denote Pk = P[0,k$1], thus hF n

! µ(!) = limk&#
1
kHF n

! µ(Pk)
corresponds to the metric entropy after n iterations of F . If U = [r, s] is a neighborhood of
F , it is easy to see that HF n+1

! µ(P0,k$1) 1 HF n
! µ(P[r,s+k$1]). One deduces:

Proposition 4.1. Let (AZ, F ) be a CA and µ ! M!(AZ). If n1 1 n2 then hF
n1
! µ(!) ,

hF
n2
! µ(!).

Thus the quantity of information in a random configuration decreases under the action
of a CA. It is natural since a CA does not create explicitly information. One deduces that
(hF n

! µ(!))n"N decrease, so it is possible to define the infinite entropy of (AZ, F ) by:

h#
µ (F ) = lim

n&#
hF n

! µ(!) = inf
n"N

hF n
! µ(!) = lim

n&#
lim

k&#

1
k
HF n

! µ(Pk).

One problem of this definition is that at each time, we consider arbitrary long patterns:
we take the limit according to the parameter k before the time parameter n. So it is
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di#cult to detect the correlations between paterns of the same length under the action
of F . However, if we observe the evolution of a CA, we just look a fixed window of the
space-time diagram. Thus, the entropy observed would be naturally defined as the inversion
of limits in the formula of h#

µ (F ). That is why B.Martin defines in [Mar00] the apparent
entropy:

ha
µ(F ) = lim

k&#
lim sup

n&#

1
k
HF n

! µ(Pk).

In [Mar00], the author exhibits the link between ha
µ(F ) and the rate of compression by gzip

of space-time diagrams where the initial configuration are µ-generic configurations.

4.2. Problem of gap between h#
µ (F ) and ha

µ(F )

We propose to exhibit links between the di!erent notions of complexity: h#
µ (F ), ha

µ(F )
and htop($F (µ)). Theorem 4.2 shows a natural inequality between the di!erent values, in
particular it can appear a phenomenon of gap between h#

µ (F ) and ha
µ(F ). This means that

for a CA F and an initial distribution µ, the complexity which is observed in the space-time
diagram (i.e. ha

µ(F )) is di!erent from the expected value (i.e. h#
µ (F )). Theorem 4.3 proves

that for each CA there exists a dististribution such that the complexity observed in the
space time diagram corresponds to the disorder spreaded by the CA.

Theorem 4.2. Let (AZ, F ) be a CA and µ ! M!(AZ), one has:

htop($F ) , htop($F (µ)) , ha
µ(F ) , sup

$"V
h$(!) , inf

$"V
h$(!) , h#

µ (F ),

where V is the set of closure points of (Fn
! µ)n"N.

Proof. Let k and n in N, one has:

HF n
! µ(Pk) = )

!

u"Lk(AZ)

Fn
! µ([u][0,k$1]) log(Fn

! µ([u][0,k$1]))

= )
!

u"Lk(!F (µ))

Fn
! µ([u][0,k$1]) log(Fn

! µ([u][0,k$1]))

)
!

u"Lk(AZ)\L(!F (µ))

Fn
! µ([u][0,k$1]) log(Fn

! µ([u][0,k$1])).

By definition of $F (µ), one has
$

u"Lk(AZ)\L(!F (µ)) Fn
! µ([u][0,k$1]) log(Fn

! µ([u][0,k$1])) $
0 when n $ 0. We deduce that htop($F (µ)) , ha

µ(F ).
Let " ! V be a limit of a subsequence (Fniµ)i"N (there exist such subsequences since

(M!(AZ), dM! ) is compact). By continuity of µ '$ Hµ(Pk), one has:
lim sup

n&#
HF n

! µ(Pk) , lim sup
i&#

HF niµ(Pk) = H$(Pk).

So one obtains ha
µ(F ) , h$(!).

Let " ! V be a limit of a subsequence (Fniµ)i"N, by upper semi-continuity of µ '$ hµ(!)
(see [DGS76]), one has h$(X,!) , lim supi&# hF niµ(X,!) = h#

µ (F ).
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Theorem 4.3. Let (AZ, F ) be a CA. There exists µ ! M!(AZ) such that:

h#
µ (F ) = ha

µ(F ) = htop($F (µ)) = htop($(F )).

Proof. Let n ! N, since the subshift Fn(AZ) is intrinsically ergodic (that is to say, there
exists an unique !-ergodic measure of maximal entropy, see [DGS76]), there exists "n such
that h$n(!) = htop(Fn(AZ)). Moreover the operator Fn

! : M!(AZ) $ M!(Fn(AZ)) defined
by µ '$ Fn

! µ is surjective, thus there exists µn ! M(AZ) such that "n = Fn
! µn for all n ! N.

Let µ be a limit of a subsequence (µni)i"N of (µn)n"N. Let # > 0, there exists n ! N
such that h#

µ (F ) + # , hF n
! µ(!). Moreover by upper semi-continuity of the entropy, there

exists i0 ! N such that hF n
! µ(!) , hF n

! µni
(!) ) # for all i , i0. So if we choose i such that

ni , n one has:
h#

µ (F ) + 2# , hF n
! µni

(!) , hF
ni
! µni

(!) = htop(Fni(AZ)) , htop($(F )).

The inequality is true for every # > 0, we deduce that h#
µ (F ) , htop($(F )). The

equality follows by the previous theorem.

Remark 4.4. If (AZ, F ) is surjective, &AZ is a fixed point of F!, but it is also the unique
measure of maximal entropy, so $F (&AZ) = AZ. The measure &AZ verifies the case of
equality in Theorem 4.2.

4.3. Illustration for some class of cellular automata

By Theorem 4.3, for all CA there exists a measure µ such that h#
µ (F ) = ha

µ(F ). In this
subsection we search to link between the dynamic of a cellular automaton and the case of
equality in Theorem 4.2.

Proposition 4.5. Let (AZ, F ) be an equicontinuous CA of slope % and µ ! M!(AZ). Then
there exists m ! N such that h#

µ (F ) = ha
µ(F ) = hF m

! µ(!).

Proof. By Theorem 4.3 of [Sab06], there exist a period p ! N and a preperiod m ! N
such that !'(m+p)"( " Fm+p(x) = !'m"( " Fm. One deduces that V, in Theorem 4.2, is
{Fm+n

! µ : n ! [0, p ) 1]}. Thus h#
µ (F ) = ha

µ(F ).

Proposition 4.6. Let (AZ, F ) be a CA which has two blocking word B* and B** of slope
respectively %* and %**. Let µ ! Merg

! (AZ) such that µ(B*) > 0 and µ(B**) > 0. Then
h#

µ (F ) = ha
µ(F ) = htop($F (µ)) = 0.

Proof. Since µ charges two blocking words of di!erent slope, (AZ, F ) has two directions
of µ-almost equicontinuity. According to Theorem 4.8 of [Sab06], one deduces that there
exists A# & A such that $F (µ) = {#a# : a ! A#}. One deduces the result.

Proposition 4.7. Let (AZ, F ) be an algebraic CA. There is a dense set of measures H such
that for all µ ! H one has h#

µ (F ) *= ha
µ(F ) = log(Card(A)).

Proof. In [PY02], they show that there is a weak! dense set in M(AZ), the harmonic
measures set denoted H, such that every measure µ ! H verifies limn"J&# dM! (Fn

! µ,&AZ) =
0, where &AZ is the uniform Bernoulli measure and J is a subset of N of upper density 1.
By Theorem 4.2, one deduces that ha

µ(F ) = h%AZ (!) = log(Card(A)). However, if µ *= &AZ ,
one has h#

µ (F ) 1 hµ(!) < log(Card(A)).
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Thus there is a phenomenon of gap between h#
µ (F ) and ha

µ(F ). This means that the
space-time diagram of algebraic CA looks more complex than the initial configuration. In
fact, the combinatory involved by the local rule is so important and it seems to appear
information. On the contrary, when h#

µ (F ) = ha
µ(F ), this means that the CA cannot mix

su#sently the informations contained in a µ-random configuration.
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